
Hierarhial hysteresis swithing�Daniel Liberzony Jo~ao P. Hespanhaz A. Stephen MorseyyDept. of Eletrial Engineering, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520, fliberzon,morseg�s.yale.eduzDept. of Eletr. Eng.{Systems, Univ. of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089, hespanha�us.eduAbstratWe desribe a new swithing logi, alled \hierarhial hys-teresis swithing", and establish a bound on the number ofswithings produed by this logi on a given interval. Themotivating appliation is the problem of ontrolling a linearsystem with large modeling unertainty. We onsider a on-trol algorithm onsisting of a �nite family of linear ontrollerssupervised by the hierarhial hysteresis swithing logi. Inthis ontext, the bound on the number of swithings enablesus to prove stability of the losed-loop system in the preseneof noise, disturbanes, and unmodeled dynamis.1 IntrodutionSuppose that a given proess admits a model that on-tains unknown parameters, and the goal is to design afeedbak ontroller that ahieves some desired behaviorin the fae of noise, disturbanes, and unmodeled dy-namis. The kind of ontrol algorithm that we have inmind is the one that relies on swithing among a familyof andidate ontrollers, and bases ontroller seletionon ertainty equivalene. In this framework, one asso-iates to eah possible value of the unknown parame-ters a monitoring signal , designed in suh a way thata small value of this signal indiates a high likelihoodthat the orresponding parameters are lose to the a-tual unknown values. The swithing algorithm selets,from time to time, a ontroller that has been designedfor the parameter values assoiated with the smallestmonitoring signal.Questions that suggest themselves are: How to pikthe individual ontrollers? How to design the monitor-ing signals? Whih ontroller to swith to? When toswith? In addressing the �rst question, the methodsonsidered here allow one to rely on onventional teh-niques from linear robust ontrol theory. An answer tothe seond question emerges from the supervisory on-trol arhiteture, desribed in [7, 11, 5, 10℄ and reviewedlater in this paper. The ertainty equivalene prinipleprovides one way to settle the third question. To dealwith the last question, one needs to speify a swithinglogi. It is this last question that is of primary onernhere.A simple swithing logi, alled hysteresis swithing ,was desribed in [6, 9℄. Aording to this logi, a swithours when the monitoring signal that orresponds to�Researh supported by AFOSR, DARPA, NSF, and ONR.

the ontroller urrently in the feedbak loop exeedsthe smallest monitoring signal by a prespei�ed posi-tive number, alled the hysteresis onstant. For a �nitefamily of monitoring signals satisfying suitable assump-tions, this logi guarantees that the swithing stops in�nite time. Hysteresis swithing allows one to design su-pervisory ontrol algorithms whih are e�etive in thoseases when the unknown parameters take values in a�nite set and there are no noise, disturbanes, or un-modeled dynamis.An altogether di�erent way to orhestrate the swith-ing is provided by the dwell-time swithing logi. Inthis logi, onseutive swithing instants are separatedby (at least) a prespei�ed time interval, alled the dwelltime, whih is large enough so that the swithing doesnot destabilize the system; this idea is ubiquitous inthe swithing ontrol literature. Dwell-time swithingwas used in [7, 8℄ to design set-point supervisory ontrolalgorithms for linear systems with a ontinuum of para-metri unertainty, noise, disturbanes, and unmodeleddynamis. These results go far beyond what an be es-tablished using the hysteresis swithing logi.However, dwell-time swithing has its own disadvan-tages. First, the analysis that is needed to verify the or-retness of the algorithms given in [7, 8℄ is quite tedious.More importantly, if the unertain proess is nonlinear,the existene of a presribed dwell time may lead to tra-jetories esaping to in�nity in �nite time. These on-siderations motivate further study of hysteresis-basedswithing algorithms, whih are easier to analyze andmore suitable for ontrol of nonlinear systems.The results obtained in [7, 8℄ relied in part on the fatthat the dwell-time swithing logi is sale-independent,in the sense that its output does not hange if all themonitoring signals are multiplied by a positive fun-tion of time. The hysteresis swithing logi disussedin [6, 9℄ does not have this desirable property. However,it is not diÆult to modify the logi by introduing amultipliative hysteresis onstant instead of an additiveone. The resulting sale-independent hysteresis swith-ing logi was studied and applied to ontrol of unertainnonlinear systems in [1℄ and elsewhere. These resultsstill relied on the termination of swithing in �nite time,and were thus limited to situations where the parametriunertainty range is desribed by a �nite set and thereare no noise, disturbanes, or unmodeled dynamis.



The sale-independent hysteresis swithing logi wasfurther studied in the reent paper [2℄, where a boundon the number of swithes on a �nite interval was estab-lished. Combining this with the results of [4℄, it is possi-ble to analyze the orretness of the supervisory ontrolalgorithm without relying on the termination of swith-ing, whih allows a suessful treatment of noise, distur-banes, and unmodeled dynamis (but the unknown pa-rameters are still restrited to belong to a �nite set); see[2, 3℄. In [3℄ a new swithing logi was also introdued,alled loal priority hysteresis swithing. It was designedprimarily for the ase when the unknown parameters be-long to a ontinuum. As shown in [3℄, if this logi is usedinstead of sale-independent hysteresis, then in the ab-sene of noise, disturbanes, and unmodeled dynamisthe swithing stops in �nite time, thus enabling one togeneralize some of the previously available results.The main ontribution of the present paper is a newswithing logi, whih we all hierarhial hysteresisswithing. It relies on a partition of the parametri un-ertainty set (typially a ontinuum) into a �nite num-ber of subsets. The name of the logi omes from thefat that the minimization of the monitoring signals isarried out on two levels: �rst, the smallest one is takenin eah of the subsets that form the partition, and thenthese signals are ompared with eah other. In the su-pervisory ontrol ontext, the subsets in the partitionare hosen to be suÆiently small in a suitable sense.We show that this swithing logi leads to a supervisoryontrol algorithm whose stability an be analyzed in thepresene of noise, disturbanes, and unmodeled dynam-is. Thus we are able to handle the same lass of systemsas that treated in [7, 8℄, without sari�ing the valuableadvantages of hysteresis-based swithing algorithms.The hierarhial hysteresis swithing logi is presentedin the next setion. The supervisory ontrol system isdesribed in Setion 3. Its analysis is given in Setion 4.2 Hierarhial hysteresis swithingWe now desribe the hierarhial hysteresis swithinglogi. Its inputs are some given ontinuous signals �p,p 2 P , where P is a ompat index set. For m a positiveinteger, we will let m denote the set f1; 2; : : : ;mg. Weassume that we are given a positive integer m and afamily of losed subsets Di; i 2 m of P , whose union isthe entire P . The output of the swithing logi will bea swithing signal � taking values in m. Pik a numberh > 0, alled the hysteresis onstant. First, we seletsome j0 2m suh that Dj0 ontains argminp2Pf�p(0)g,and set �(0) = j0. Suppose that at a ertain time ti thevalue of � has just swithed to some ji 2 m. We thenkeep � �xed until a time ti+1 > ti suh that the followinginequality is satis�ed:(1 + h)minp2Pf�p(ti+1)g � minp2Djif�p(ti+1)g:

At this point, we selet some ji+1 2 m suh that Dj+1ontains argminp2Pf�p(ti+1)g, and set �(0) = ji+1.When the indiated argmin is not unique, a partiu-lar index among those that ahieve the minimum anbe hosen arbitrarily. We refer the reader to [7℄ for adisussion of tratability issues regarding minimizationover P . The understanding here is that minimizationover Di's is omputationally tratable if these sets aresuÆiently small.The above proedure yields a pieewise onstant sig-nal � whih is ontinuous from the right everywhere. Bythe same argument as in [1℄, one an show that hatter-ing is avoided if all �p, p 2 P are bounded below by somepositive number. In fat, there exists a maximal interval[0; Tmax) on whih � is de�ned, and there an only be a�nite number of swithes on eah proper subinterval of[0; Tmax). In the supervisory ontrol appliation treatedbelow, we will always have Tmax =1.Remark 1. The signal � produed by this logi o-inides with the signal that would be produed by thesale-independent hysteresis swithing logi of [1℄ withinputs minp2Dif�p(t)g, i 2m.The above swithing logi is sale-independent, i.e., itsoutput would not be a�eted if we replaed the signals�p, p 2 P by their saled versions��p(t) := �(t)�p(t); p 2 P (1)where � is some positive funtion of time. In the sequel,we assume that it is possible to hoose � in suh a waythat the saled signals ��p, p 2 P are stritly positiveand monotone inreasing. Saled signals ��p, p 2 P withthese properties will be useful for analysis purposes. For0 � t0 < t < Tmax, we denote by N�(t; t0) the numberof disontinuities of � on the interval (t0; t).Definition. We will say that a pieewise onstant sig-nal � taking values in P is fDig-onsistent with � on aninterval [t0; t℄ if:1. For all s 2 [t0; t℄ we have �(s) 2 D�(s).2. The set of disontinuities of � on [t0; t℄ is a subsetof the set of disontinuities of �.Cruial properties of the swithing signal produed bythe hierarhial hysteresis swithing logi are expressedby the following result.Lemma 1 (Hierarhial Hysteresis Swithing Lemma)Take an arbitrary index l 2 P and arbitrary numbers t0and t satisfying 0 � t0 < t < Tmax. We haveN�(t; t0) � 1+m+ mlog(1 + h) log� ��l(t)minp2P ��p(t0)�: (2)In addition, there exists a signal �, whih is fDig-



onsistent with � on [0; t℄, suh thatN�(t;t0)Xk=0 ����(tk)(tk+1)� ���(tk)(tk)�� m�(1 + h)��l(t)�minp2P ��p(t0)� (3)where t1 < t2 < � � � < tN�(t;t0) are the disontinuities of� on (t0; t) and tN�(t;t0)+1 := t.Proof. The inequality (2) follows at one from theSale-Independent Hysteresis Swithing Theorem (The-orem 1) of [2℄ and Remark 1. A signal � that satis�es theseond statement of the lemma an be de�ned as follows:for eah s 2 [t0; t℄, let �(s) := argminp2D�(s)f��p(�)g,where � is the largest number in the interval [t0; t℄ forwhih �(�) = �(s). Then � is fDig-onsistent with �on [t0; t℄ by onstrution. Grouping all the terms in thesummation on the left-hand side of (3) for whih � isthe same, and reasoning exatly as in the proof of The-orem 1 in [2℄, we arrive at (3).Remark 2. The signal � depends on the hoie of thetime t. If the signals ��p, p 2 P are di�erentiable, thenthe left-hand side of the inequality (3) equals the integralR tt0 _���(�)(�)d� , whih is to be interpreted as the sum ofintegrals over intervals on whih � is onstant.3 Supervisory ontrol systemWe assume that the unertain proess P to be ontrolledadmits the model of a SISO �nite-dimensional stabiliz-able and observable linear system with ontrol input uand measured output y, perturbed by a bounded distur-bane input d and a bounded output noise signal n. Itis assumed known that the transfer funtion of P fromu to y belongs to a family of admissible proess modeltransfer funtions Sp2P F(p), where p is a parametertaking values in some index set P . Here eah F(p) de-notes a family of transfer funtions \entered" aroundsome known nominal proess model transfer funtion�p. Throughout the paper, we will take P to be a om-pat subset of a �nite-dimensional normed linear vetorspae.The problem of interest is to design a feedbak on-troller that ahieves output regulation, i.e., drives theoutput y of P to zero, whenever the noise and distur-bane signals are zero. Moreover, all system signals mustremain bounded in response to arbitrary bounded noiseand disturbane inputs. Everything that follows an bereadily extended to the more general problem of set-point ontrol with the help of adding an integrator inthe feedbak loop, as in [7, 8℄.The set P represents the range of parametri uner-tainty, while for eah �xed p 2 P the subfamily F(p)aounts for unmodeled dynamis. There are severalways to speify allowable unmodeled dynamis aroundthe nominal proess model transfer funtions �p (see [3℄).

For example, take two arbitrary numbers Æ > 0 and�u � 0. Then for eah p 2 P we an de�neF(p) := f�p(1+Æmp )+Æap : kÆmp k1;�u � Æ; kÆapk1;�u � Ægwhere k�k1;�u denotes the e�ut-weighted H1 norm of atransfer funtion: k�k1;�u = sup!2R j�(j! � �u)j. Thisyields the lass of admissible proess models treated in[7, 8℄. In the sequel, we assume for onreteness that un-modeled dynamis are spei�ed in this way; we will referto the positive parameter Æ as the unmodeled dynamisbound.Modeling unertainty of the kind desribed above maybe assoiated with unpreditable hanges in operatingenvironment, omponent failure, or various external in-uenes. Typially, no single ontroller is apable ofsolving the regulation problem for the entire family ofadmissible proess models. Therefore, one needs to de-velop a ontroller whose dynamis an hange on thebasis of available real-time data. Within the frame-work of supervisory ontrol disussed here, this taskis arried out by a \high-level" ontroller, alled a su-pervisor, whose purpose is to orhestrate the swithingamong a parameterized family of andidate ontrollersfC q : q 2 Qg, where Q is an index set. We requirethis ontroller family to be suÆiently rih so that ev-ery admissible proess model an be stabilized by pla-ing in the feedbak loop the ontroller C q for some indexq 2 Q. In this paper, we fous on the ase when Q =mfor some positive integer m.The supervisor onsists of three subsystems (Fig. 1):multi-estimator E { a dynamial system whose inputsare the output y and the input u of the proessP and whose outputs are the signals yp, p 2 P .Eah yp would onverge to y asymptotially if thetransfer funtion of P were equal to the nominalproess model transfer funtion �p and there wereno noise or disturbanes.monitoring signal generator M { a dynamial systemwhose inputs are the estimation errorsep := yp � y; p 2 Pand whose outputs �p, p 2 P are suitably de�nedintegral norms of the estimation errors, alled mon-itoring signals.swithing logi S { a swithed system whose inputs arethe monitoring signals �p, p 2 P and whose outputis a swithing signal �, taking values in m, whihis used to de�ne the ontrol law u.We now briey reall from [7℄ the key state-spaeequations for the di�erent subsystems appearing in Fig.1. As i ranges over m, let_xC = AixC + biyu = �ixC + �diy
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PCFigure 1: Supervisory ontrol arhiteturebe realizations of the transfer funtions of the andidateontrollers, all sharing the same state xC . See [7℄ formore details on onstruting suh realizations. We thende�ne the multi-ontroller C to be the system_xC = A�xC + b�yu = ��xC + �d�yWe assume that the multi-estimator is also realized in astate-shared fashion, as given by_xE = AExE + bEy + dEuyp = pxE ; p 2 Pwith AE a stable matrix. This type of struture is quiteommon in adaptive ontrol. Denote by x the ompos-ite state (x0E ; x0C )0 of the multi-estimator and the multi-ontroller, and let p� be an (unknown) element of P suhthat the transfer funtion of P belongs to F(p�), i.e., a\true" parameter value. For every l 2 P , the evolutionof x an be desribed by a system of the form_x = A�lx+ d�el (4)y = (p� 0)x� ep� (5)u = f�x+ g�ep� (6)We assume that a partition P = Si2mDi is given, suhthat the matries Aip, i 2 m, p 2 P have the followingproperty: for every i 2 m and every p 2 Di the matrixAip+�0I is stable, where �0 is a �xed positive number.This property is a diret onsequene of the onstrutiondesribed in [7℄, provided that the sets Di, i 2 m arehosen to be suÆiently small.Fix a number � 2 (0;minf�u; �0g). As shown in [7, 8℄,there exist positive onstants Æ1; Æ2 that only depend onthe unmodeled dynamis bound Æ and go to zero as Ægoes to zero, positive onstants B1; B2 that only dependon the noise and disturbane bounds and go to zero as

these bounds go to zero, and positive onstants C1; C2that only depend on the system's parameters and oninitial onditions, suh that along all solutions of thelosed-loop system we haveZ t0 e2��e2p�(�)d� �B1e2�t+C1+Æ1Z t0 e2��u2(�)d� (7)andjep�(t)j � B2+C2e��t+Æ2e��tsZ t0 e2��u2(�)d� : (8)The above inequalities represent the basi requirementsbeing plaed on the multi-ontroller and the multi-estimator, upon whih the subsequent analysis depends.The onstant � will play the role of a \weighting" de-sign parameter in the de�nition of the monitoring sig-nals. Fix an arbitrary onstant �� � 0 (its role willbeome lear later). We generate the monitoring signals�p, p 2 P by the equations_W = �2�W +�xEy ��xEy �0 ; W (0) � 0�p := �p �1�W �p �1�0 + ��; p 2 P (9)where W (t) is a symmetri nonnegative-de�nite k � kmatrix, k := dim(xE ) + 1. Sine pxE � y = ep 8p 2 P ,this yields�p(t) = e�2�t~�p(0) + Z t0 e�2�(t��)e2p(�)d� + ��; p 2 Pwhere ~�p(0) := �p �1�W (0) �p �1�0.Finally, we de�ne the swithing signal using the hier-arhial hysteresis swithing logi desribed in Setion 2,where the sets Di, i 2m are hosen as explained earlier.Setting �(t) := e2�t in (1), we see that the signals ��p,p 2 P are monotone inreasing, beause they satisfy��p(t) = ~�p(0) + Z t0 e2��e2p(�)d� + ��e2�t; p 2 P : (10)Moreover, it is easy to ensure that �p(0) > 0 8p 2 P ,either by setting �� > 0 or by requiringW (0) to be posi-tive de�nite. Therefore, we an apply Lemma 1 and on-lude that the inequalities (2) and (3) are valid. Sine inthis ase the signals ��p, p 2 P are di�erentiable, the left-hand side of the inequality (3) equals R tt0 _���(�)(�)d� (seeRemark 2). From (10) we have the following formula:_��p(t) = e2�te2p(t) + 2���e2�t; p 2 P : (11)4 AnalysisWe now proeed to the analysis of the supervisory on-trol system de�ned by (4), (5), (6), (9), and the hierar-hial swithing logi. We will sometimes appeal to the



state of the unertain proess P, whih we denote by xP.Following [4℄, we will say that a swithing signal � hasan average dwell time �AD > 0 if there exists a nonnega-tive number N0 suh that the number of disontinuitiesof � on an arbitrary interval (t0; t) satis�esN�(t; t0) � N0 + t� t0�AD : (12)We will need the following result, whih in view of thepresent assumptions is a straightforward orollary of themain result of [4℄. It states that if � has a suÆientlylarge average dwell time, then the swithed system_x = A��x (13)is exponentially stable with stability margin �, uni-formly over all signals � that are fDig-onsistent with �.Lemma 2 There exist positive onstants �� and  suhthat for every swithing signal � with an average dwelltime �AD � �� and every signal � whih is fDig-onsistent with � on a given interval [t0; t℄, solutionsof (13) satisfy jx(t)j � e��(t�t0)jx(t0)j.Let �� be the number spei�ed by this lemma; it anbe alulated expliitly from the proof of the main re-sult in [4℄. Consider the system obtained from (4) bysubstituting � for l:_x = A��x+ d�e� : (14)An immediate orollary of Lemma 2 is that this sys-tem has a �nite e�t-weighted L2-to-L1 indued norm,uniform over � and �.Corollary 3 There exist positive onstants g and g0suh that for every t > 0, every swithing signal � withan average dwell time �AD � ��, and every signal �whih is fDig-onsistent with � on [0; t℄, solutions of(14) satisfye2�tjx(t)j2 � g Z t0 e2��e2�(�)(�)d� + g0jx(0)j2: (15)With these results in plae, the analysis is similar tothat given in [3℄; some details will be omitted.No noise, disturbanes, or unmodeled dynamisWe �rst onsider the simple situation where there are nounmodeled dynamis (Æ = 0), i.e., the proess P exatlymathes one of the nominal proess models, and wherethe noise and disturbane signals are zero (n = d � 0).In this ase, the onstants B1; B2; Æ1; Æ2 in (7) and (8)are all zero. Let us take �� in the de�nition of themonitoring signals to be zero as well (W (0) must thenbe taken positive de�nite). The inequality (7) givesR t0 e2��e2p�(�)d� � C1, whih together with (10) implies��p� � ~�p�(0) + C1. It follows from (2), applied with

l = p�, that N�(t; t0) is bounded by a �xed onstantfor arbitrary t > t0 � 0. This means that the swith-ing stops in �nite time, i.e., there exist a time T � andan index i� 2 m suh that �(t) = i� for t � T �. Inthis ase (12) holds for every �AD if N0 is large enough.Fix an arbitrary t > 0. In view of Lemma 1, Re-mark 2, and the formula (11), there exists a signal �whih is fDig-onsistent with � on [0; t℄ and satis�esR t0 e2��e2�(�)(�)d� � m(1 + h)(~�p�(0) +C1). Using (15),we have e2�tjx(t)j2 � gm(1+h)(~�p�(0)+C1)+g0jx(0)j2,thus x! 0. Sine ep� ! 0 by virtue of (8), we onludefrom (5) that y ! 0. Therefore, the output regulationproblem is solved. In light of (6), (9), and detetabilityof P, all the other signals remain bounded for all t � 0.We summarize this as follows.Proposition 4 Suppose that the noise and disturbanesignals are zero and there are no unmodeled dynamis,and set �� = 0. Then all the signals in the supervisoryontrol system remain bounded for every set of initialonditions suh that W (0) > 0. Moreover, the swithingstops in �nite time, and we have y(t)! 0 as t!1.Remark 3. Sine the evolution of xP and x for t �T � is desribed by a linear time-invariant system, therate of onvergene in the above statement is atuallyexponential.Noise and disturbanes, no unmodeled dynamisWe now assume that bounded noise n and disturbaned are present, but there are no unmodeled dynamis. Inthis ase the swithing typially will not stop in �nitetime. The inequalities (7) and (8) hold with some un-known but �nite onstants B1; B2. The parameters Æ1and Æ2 are still zero, and C1 and C2 are positive on-stants as before. We take �� to be a positive number.From (7) and (10) we have��p�(t) � ~�p�(0) +B1e2�t + C1 + ��e2�t (16)The formula (2), applied with l = p�, yieldsN�(t; t0) � N0 + t� t0�ADwhere �AD = log(1 + h)2�mandN0 = 1+m+ mlog(1 + h) log� ~�p�(0) +B1 + C1 + ���� �:We an guarantee that �AD � �� by inreasing the hys-teresis onstant h and/or dereasing the weighting on-stant � if neessary. In the sequel, we assume that hand � have been hosen in this way.



Using (3), (11), and (16), we obtainZ t0 e2��e2�(�)(�)d� � m�(1 + h)(~�p�(0) +B1e2�t+ C1 + ��e2�t)� ��e2�t0�where t > 0 is arbitrary and � is the signal provided byLemma 1. Together with (15) this implies thatjx(t)j2 � �gm(1 + h)(~�p�(0) + C1) + g0jx(0)j2�e�2�t+ gm(1 + h)(B1 + ��)Two onlusions an be drawn from the last formula.First, x is bounded, and as in the previous subsetionwe an easily dedue from (6), (8), (9), and detetabil-ity of P that all system signals remain bounded. Notethat the hoie of the design parameters �, h and �� didnot depend on the noise or disturbane bounds, in otherwords, expliit knowledge of these bounds is not nees-sary (we are merely requiring that suh bounds exist).Seondly, if n and d equal or onverge to zero, then xwill approah a neighborhood of the origin whose sizeis proportional to g��. A lose examination of the lastquantity reveals that it dereases to 0 as �� goes to 0,whih means that we an make this neighborhood assmall as desired by hoosing �� suÆiently small. More-over, ep� will onverge to zero beause of (8), hene ywill also beome arbitrarily small in view of (5). Wearrive at the following result.Proposition 5 Suppose that the noise and disturbanesignals are bounded and there are no unmodeled dynam-is. Then for an arbitrary �� > 0 all the signals in thesupervisory ontrol system remain bounded for every setof initial onditions. Moreover, for every number �y > 0there is a value of �� leading to the property that if thenoise and disturbane signals onverge to zero, then foreah solution there is a time �T suh that jy(t)j � �y forall t � �T .Remark 4. We annot simply let �� = 0, as this wouldinvalidate the above analysis even if W (0) > 0. How-ever, by dereasing �� on-line (e.g., in a pieewise on-stant fashion), it is possible to reover asymptoti on-vergene of y to zero when the noise and disturbanesignals onverge to zero.Noise, disturbanes, and unmodeled dynamisIf unmodeled dynamis are present, i.e., if the parame-ter Æ is positive, then Æ1 and Æ2 in (7) and (8) are alsopositive. In this ase, the analysis beomes more om-pliated, beause we an no longer dedue from (7) thatthe swithed system must possess an average dwell time.However, it is possible to prove that the above ontrolalgorithm, without any modi�ation, is robust with re-spet to unmodeled dynamis in the following, \semi-global", sense. The proof uses a small-gain argument,and is almost idential to the proof of Theorem 4 in [3℄.
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